50  PROCEDURE IN THE EARLY STAGE
I ^sometimes) speak English.
I (never) speak Persian.
I (often) speak Punjabi.
I am (seldom) ill.
(5)	Write the same (or similar) sentences omitting:
4 always ', £ never \ etc., and getting: pupils to fill in those
^blanks correctly.
(iV.B.—The device of getting pupils to fill in blanks
in sentences can be adopted orally, not only in writing
or from seen blackboard examples.)
(6)	Put up on the blackboard words for  sentence
framing by the pupils,  or let pupils   ask you   or  one
another questions introducing the usage and words you
have practised with them.
^7) End with a few miscellaneous qtiestipns on the
matter taught, and have one or two sample sentences
written down for memorizing.
[These may include question sentences, so long as
the pupils continue to make mistakes in the form of the
English question.]
It may, of course, be found that the teaching of the
two sets of items, viz., the split verb (e.g., what did you
do—) and the time expressions (always, never, etc.)
cannot be effectively accomplished in a single ]esson.
In deciding how much he can teach in a given period,
the teacher will be guided by his own experience of his
pupils and of their previous knowledge.
Contrast with the Vernacular
Though early lessons should rely as far as possible
upon direct practice in English, without the mediation of
the vernacular, it must not be forgotten that in any case
where confusion or doubt as to meaning occurs the vernacular
should be used in explanation. Besides this, where a
pupil picks up a new English usage or construction with
•difficulty, because of his temptation to give it a
vernacular form, the teacher may deliberately dwell upo?i
ihe contrast between the two languages. Here is a sample
•case:—
First year of English.    Age about 11.
To teach aad practise the question order of words
as in c Am I going ?', c Is he walking ?' etc.

